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Gratefully dedicated to Alexander O&row&i on his 75th Anniversary 
(Communicated by Prof. C. J. BOUWKAMP at the meeting of October 26, 1968) 
The present paper does not deal with the linkages of this world. Theirs 
is a rich and interesting subject and the reader is invited to look at the 
reference [S] to get an idea of its literature (prior to June 1902) to which 
Sylvester and Chebychev contributed among many others. Rather, the 
present paper represents an escape into higher dimensions. The way was 
shown by Professor BOTTEMA by recently proposing the following 
PROBLEM 1. A wire model of a regular octahedron is rigid : 1 If we imagine 
that its twelve edges have fixed lengths then the figure can not change shape. 
Show that this is no longer so if we place the model in a 4-dimensional space 
(See PI). 
The paper is divided into two parts, the present Part I discussing 
a fairly general class of linkages. In Section 1 we describe a stronger 
version of Problem 1, as well as a suitable generalization and its solution 
(Theorems 1, 2, and 3). Although we treat geometric problems by algebraic 
means, Analysis also comes in decisively (via properties of concave 
functions) in the proof of Theorem 1 on which the entire paper is based. 
Section 2 contains examples of which the octahedron is the second. The 
results stated in Section 1 are established in Sections 3 and 4. Part II 
deals with a linkage having no connecting parts whatever, the aim being 
the solution of certain extremum problems for euclidean sets. The 2-valued 
sets discussed by S. J. EINHORN and myself in [4] come in unexpectedly 
and decisively. 
1. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION 
A regular octahedron with stiff but jointed edges is rigid in Es by 
Cauchy’s theorem on convex polyhedra in Es. Professor Bottema turns 
it into a linkage by placing it in Ed. To give this g-point linkage its 
complete inherent mobility we place it in Eg, rather than Ed, and may 
state the following problem: Let 
(1.1) &(x) = bo, PI, P3, P3, P44, P5) 
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be a distance set of six abstract points with the distances 
P-2) 
pipi=l if O<i<j<5, except that 
pop5=v& p1p3=1.%2, p2p4=G 
and the usual relations ptpr = 0, papj =pfppr > 0. The problem is to describe 
in the space R3= {x} the domain of variability of the point x= (xl, x2, x3) 
such that S’S(X) can be imbedded (with preservation of distances) in ES. 
Also to indicate in this domain those parts where &J(X) can be placed 
in Eq, but not in ES, in E3 but not in E2, and finally, in Ez. 
For convenience we shall write 
s c (i)E, 
to mean that S can be placed isometrically in E, ; also 
S C (i.s.)E, 
to mean that S can be placed isometrically strictly in En, i.e. in E, but 
not in E,-1. The above problem requires therefore the description of 
the following subsets of R3 
(1.3) f&= {x; &j(x) C (i.s.)E,}, (r=5, 4, 3, 2). 
This will be done below in Section 2, Example 2. 
After this elaborate description of the problem for the octahedral 
linkage, a formulation of the general problem is easy: Let 
(1.4) &a+1 = {PO, pi, * * *, p,n> 
be a set of n + 1 abstract points. Some but not all of the distances between 
these points are prescribed positive quantities papf=pmt. We assume that 
this is done for a set of unordered pairs of subscripts (i, j), i# j, that we 
denote by 
(l-5) (I = {(i, j) ; the distances pepf are prescribed). 
Let 
(1.6) -r= ((4 i); izi, (4 i) 4 0) 
be the complementary set of pairs (i, j) corresponding to the as yet 
unassigned distances. Writing 
(1.7) ITI =k 
we now assign to the elements of t as squares of distances the nonnegative 
components of the vector 
(14 x=(x1, . . . . Xk) 
in some order, for instance in the lexicographic ordering of the elements 
of z. Finally, let 
(1.9) &+1(4 
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denote the distance set just described. This is the linkage that we wish 
to investigate. 
Throughout our discussion we shall assume the following restriction 
to hold: 
ASSUMPTION 1. There exists a vector 5?= @I, . . ., 2,) such thut 
(1.10) S,,l(Lq c (‘L.S.)En. 
In words: The linkage can be so placed in E, as not to lie in any lower- 
dimensional flat. This is evidently satisfied for the octahedral linkage 
(l.l), (1.2): Choosing Z=(l, 1, 1) we see that Ss(5) is congruent to the 
regular simplex in ES. 
We can now formulate our 
PROBLEM 2. To determine the sets 
(1.11) Qr= {x; &+1(x) C (WE,}, (r=n, n-l, . ..). 
Assumption 1 is equivalent to assuming that J&f P), since Z E Q,. 
A first descriptive result concerning the sets (1.11) is furnished by the 
following 
THEOREM 1. The set Q, is an open and convex proper subset of Rk. 
Moreover, if b!& denotes the boundary of Qn,, then 
(1.12) u l-&=w2,. 
PaI 
Finally, the set Qn, is bounded if and only if the graph r, with vertices (1.4) 
and sides (1.5), is connected. 
In order to go beyond Theorem 1 in the description and determination 
of the sets (1.1 l), we need the following so-called Cayley-Menger de- 
terminant of order n+ 2 
(1.13) 
0 1 
A=(-lp+l I I 1 (P1Pd2 ’ (i, j=O, . . . . n), 
of the distance set &+i(z) (See [l, 97-991). Substituting into d for the 
elements (plp~)a, for all pairs (i, i) E z, the corresponding components of 
the vector (1.8), the determinant (1.13) turns into a polynomial 
(1.14) A(4 
in the variables 21, . .., xk, which we call the discrimina%g polynomial 
of the linkage S,+i(x). At this point we need the fact, to be established 
in Section 4 below, that the assumption (1.10) implies that 
(1.15) A(Z)>O. 
The role played by the discriminating polynomial (1.14) in the solution 
of Problem 2 is shown by the following two theorems. 
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THEOREM 2. The set 32, is characterized by the following two conditions: 
(1.16) Q, is a connected component of the open set {x; d(z) > 0}, 
(1.17) ii?, contains the point Z of Assumption 2. 
Theorem 2 evidently implies that 
(1.18) A(x*)=o if x* E ix&&. 
The set 9, being determined by Theorem 2, there remains to describe 
the way in which the boundary (1.12) is partitioned among the sets L?,., 
r<n. This is done by 
THEOREM 3. Let 
(1.19) x* E bL$&, 
hence A (x*) = 0 by (1.18). Let d (2) vanish at x=x* to the order s. By this 
we mean the following: We expand A(x) in its Taylor series about the point 
x*, arranged as usual by grouping together terms of like dimensionulity in 
increasing order 
(1.20) A(x)=&x-x*)+ya+&-x*)+..., (9 + Oh 
so that v8 (1 G s G n) is the first nonvanishing homogeneous polynomial. Then 
(1.21) x* E Q&-s. 
In the next section we illustrate the application of these theorems by 
two simple examples, since difficult ones are easily invented. 
2. EXAMPLES I 
1. The parallelogrammatic linkage. We consider the 4-point linkage 
(hence n = 3) with 
(2-l) 
mpl=p2p3=a, p1pz=pops=b, 
pop2 = 6, p1p3=G. 
Evaluating the Cayley-Menger determinant (1.13), we find the discrimi- 
nating polynomial (1.14) to be 
(2.2) A(x)={x1+x2- 2(a2+ bz)}{xlxz - (az- b2)2). 
Assume that a > b > 0. Starting from the regular tetrahedron with all 
its sides =a, we can evidently shorten its two opposite sides plpa and 
pop3 to have the common length b and we still have a nondegenerate 
tetrahedron. This means that Assumption 1 is satisfied by the vector 
Z= (a2, a2). Theorems 2 and 3 now yield the following: Equating to zero 
each of the two factors of (2.2), we obtain a straight line L and a hyperbola 
H, the two intersecting in the points 
A=((a+b)s, (a-b)2), B=((a-b)2, (a+b)2). 
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Let Lo denote the open segment (A, B) and likewise HO the open hyper- 
bolic arc AB. The point 2 is seen to lie in the open convex area between 
La and Ho. By Theorem 2 we conclude that Qs is the open convex set 
bounded by A u La u B u Ho. Furthermore, a glance at the right aide 
of (2.2) and Theorem 3 shows that 
The shape of the linkage J%(X) is a parallelogram or an anti-parallelogram 
depending on whether x E LO or x E HO. We omit the discussion of the 
case a= b when Qs becomes a triangle bounded by L and the axes of 
coordinates. 
2. The octahedral linkage. This is the 6-point linkage (1.1) described 
by (1.2) (Here n=5). By (1.13), (1.14) and (1.2) we find that 
(2.3) d(x) = 2X122XsQ?& x2, x3) 
where 
(24 C(x1, x2,x3)= (x1-2)(x2- 2)+(~2--)(~3--)+(X3--)(X1--). 
Let V=(2, 2, 2) (Fig. 1) and let Al, Aa, As denote its projections on the 
coordinate planes. Observe that 
C:C(x1, x2, x3)=0 
is the circular cone of vertex I’, axis VO and having the lines VA1, VA2, 
VA3 as generatrices. The cone C is therefore circumscribed to the cube 
of Fig. 1. The point 2 = (1, 1, 1) of Assumption 1 is the center of the cube. 
The cone C intersects the coordinate planes in three hyperbolic arcs 
BlA3B2, B-&B3, BsA2Bl. In view of (2.3) and Theorem 2 we may describe 
the set Qs by the inequalities 
i 
Xl>O, x2>0, x3>0 
i-2,: C(x1, x2, x3)=-0, 
x1+~2+x3<6, 
the last inequality serving only to cut off the upper half of the cone. 
Using Theorem 3 and the order of vanishing of d(x) at the various 
points of M25 as shown by the right side of (2.3), we Cnd the following: 
1. The set J24 is the entire surface of the convex body of Fig. 1, with 
the exception of the vertex V, the segments OBl, OBz, OB3 and the arcs 
B&, &Bs, &A. 
2. The set Qs is composed of the six straight and hyperbolic open 
arcs, i.e. without their endpoints, and also the vertex V. 
3. Finally 
Q2= (0, Bl, B2 Bs}. 
Fig. 1. 
We notice that the set !2a u QZ of variability of #S(X) in Es has two 
disconnected components : 
(i) The vertex P, 
(ii) The set W= OBr U O& U OBs U Bl& U B& U B&. 
The fact that V is an isolated point of Qa u QZ and that no point of W 
leads to a convex octahedron, establishes Cauchy’s theorem for the regular 
octahedron. The movable linkage corresponding to the points of W is 
related to the movable octahedron discovered by R. BRICARD (See [3] 
and also [lo, 67-681). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let &= 00, pr, ~2) be a 3-point distance set. The conditions for the 
possibility of Sa C (i)Ez are described by the triangle inequality. The 
similar conditions for the possibility of 
&+I = f.po, PI, . . ., pn} C (W&a 
were found by K. MENGER in 1928 (See [l]). However, for our present 
purpose we need the conditions given by the author in [7, Theorem l] 
that yielded a number of geometric and analytic applications about 30 
years ago (For references to these see [ 1 ] and [6]). The original form of 
these conditions is as follows. 
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LEMMA 1. Let ii&l= { PO, . . . . pa} be a distance set with prescribed posi- 
tive distances pfpj (i # j) and pipr = 0. Let r be an integer, 1 <r<n. Then 
Sn+l c (i.s.)E, 
if and only if the quadratic form 
$, ~(poPe)2+(PoP~)2-(PrP~)2M4 
is nonnegative, for all real ut, and of ranlc r. 
For our present purpose we actually need a slightly stronger version 
of Lemma 1 that is established in a way similar to the proof of Lemma 1 
as given in [7]. This is 
LEMMA 1’. Let Sn+l = {PO, . . . , pn} be an abstract set and let 
(3.1) B = Ilbll (a, /?=O, . . . . n) 
be a real symmetric matrix such that b, = 0. Then all the bad are nonnegative 
and the distance set obtained from &,+I by assigning the distances 
(3.2) PaPt?=~baS> (h B=O, . . . . n), 
can be p.ked isometrically strictly in E,. (r=O, . . . . n) if and only if the 
quadratic form 
(3.3) J+)= 2 (bor+boj--brj)uruj 
i,4-1 
is nonnegative, for all real ui, and of rank r. 
We now return to the linkage (1.9). In order to derive Theorem 1 we 
apply Lemma 1’ as follows: We substitute on the right side of (3.3) 
(3.4) hap= (pap,d2 if (a, B) E 0 
and 
(3.5) b&,=x, if (LX, b) E z, 
where p,pb, (OL, b) E CT, are the prescribed sides of the linkage, and x,, is 
the component of x=(x1, . . . . xk) that corresponds to (01, p) E z. The form 
(3.3) thereby becomes a linear function of the components of x that we 
denote by 
(3.6) F(u; x). 
From Lemma 1’ we conclude: 
(i) For a fixed vector x, P(u; x) is nonnegative on the spherical shell 
(3.7) .z: u12+ . . . +ug= 1 
if and only if &+1(x) C (i)En. 
4 Indagationes 
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(ii) For a fixed X, P(u; z) is positive on the shell Z if and only if 
&+1(x) c (is.)&. 
For an effective use of these results we introduce the function 
(3.3) Q(2)= min P(u; x). 
ur.z 
The shell Z being compact, we may express the statements (i) and (ii) 
in terms of the function (3.8) as follows: 
LEMMA 2. 
(3.9) &+1(z) c (q&8 if and only if @(x)>O, 
(3.10) Sn+l(x) C (i.s.)E, if and only if @(x)>O. 
Theorem 1 will now be a consequence of the following three observations : 
I. The deCnition (3.8) of Q(x) as the minimum of a family of linear 
functions implies that 
(3.11) O(x) is a concave function of x E Rk. 
II. From (1.10) and (3.10) we conclude that 
(3.12) @(Z) > 0. 
III. Surely 
(3.13) CD(x)<0 if x=(x1, . ..) x1) ha8 a negative component. 
This last statement is obvious by Lemma 2, for if xi< 0 for some i, 
then &+i(z) can not possible be euclidean. 
By (3.10) we may write 
(3.14) Qn, = {x; co(x) > O}. 
By I, II and III we know G(x) to be concave, positive for x = b, and negative 
everywhere outside of the closed positive orthant O+k of Rk. It follows 
from (3.14) and properties of concave functions that Qn, is an open convex 
set such that 
(3.16) Q, C O+“. 
Moreover, by (3.9) and (3.10) we may write 
(3.16) u sz,={x; @(x)=0). 
r<l2 
On the other hand (3.14) md the concavity of Q(x) show that 
(3.17) ix&& = (x; Q(x) = 0). 
We conclude that the sets (3.16) and (3.17) are identical and the relation 
(1.12) is established. The correctness of the last statement of Theorem 1 
(concerning conditions for Q, to be bounded) is so plain that a further 
discussion may be omitted. 
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4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
We begin by observing that the Cayley-Menger determinant (1.13) is 
identically equal to the discriminant of the quadratic form of Lemma 1, 
as seen from the easily verified identity 
(-lJn+‘K (8.1%)21a.B-o ,.... n 
= l(PoPr)2+ @oPd2- lzw~)21i.i-1,...,n. 
It follows that the discriminating polynomial d(z), of (1.14), is identical 
with the discriminant of the quadratic form P(u; 2) of (3.6). By Lemma 1’ 
and Theorem 1 this discriminant is > 0 if x E 9, and = 0 if x E bS2,. From 
the identity of this discriminant with A(x) we conclude that 
(4.1) A(x)>0 if XEQ,, 
and 
(4.2) A(x)=0 if x E&&, 
which completes a proof of Theorem 2. 
We finally turn to a proof of Theorem 3. Let 
(4.3) x* E m,, 
so that by (4.2) A&*)= 0. Let s denote the order of vanishing of d(x) 
at x=x* in fact let (1.20) be the Taylor expansion of A(z) about x=x* 
with 
(4.4) q&--*) + 0. 
Furthermore, let 
(4.5) x* Es-& 
and we are to show that 
(4.6) r=n-s. 




which is evidently possible because of the assumption (4.4). Furthermore, 
let 
(4.9) x~=xl)(l-t)+x*t, wt< l), 
be a variable point on the segment [x0, x*1. Finally, let M(x) denote 
the matrix of the quadratic form F(u ; X) of (3.6). The elements of M(x) 
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are either constants or linear functions of the xi. For this reason (4.9) 
implies that 
M(xt) = (1 - t)M(xf)) + tM(z*) 
or 
(4.10) M(a) = Jqxo) + qM(x*) - M(xo)). 
We have already observed at the beginning of this section that d(z)= 
=jAf(~)j. Now (4.10) implies that 
(4.11) Jxt)= pqxt)l = p(xo)+w(x*) -Jf(xo))l. 
This is a polynomial in the variable t to which we shall apply the 
following known result (See [5, 501): 
LEMMA 3. Let A and B be two real symmetric matrices of the same 
order and such that A is the matrix of a positive definite quadratic form. 
Then the equation 
(4.12) IA+tBI =0 
has only real zeros and the multiplicity of each zero t = t* is equal to the 
defect of the matrix A + t*B. By “defect” of a matrix we mean the diflerence 
between its order and its rank. 
We apply Lemma 3 to the determinant (4.11) with 
A = M(xo), B=M(x*)-2M(xo), 
the assumptions of Lemma 3 being satisfied in view of (4.7). Moreover, 
the value t= 1 is a zero of the determinant (4.11), by (4.3) and (4.2), 
while the rank of the corresponding matrix M(x) is =r by (4.5). Therefore 
its defect = n - r and this is also the multiplicity of the zero t = 1, by Lemma 3. 
On the other hand, from the Taylor expansion (1.20) and (4.9) we 
obtain 
d(x~)=pls(x~-x*)+...=~~((l-t)(xo-~*))+... 
= (I- t)"~8(%, - x*) + ( 1 - t)8+1~8+l(xo -x*)+... 
In view of (4.8), this expansion in powers of 1 -t shows that t = 1 is a 
zero of multiplicity s. Equating the two values obtained for this multi- 
plicity we obtain that n-r=s, or n--s=r. Now (4.5) implies (1.21) and 
Theorem 3 is established. 
(to be c&ind) 
